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Toward decrypting the allosteric mechanism
of the ryanodine receptor based on coarse-
grained structural and dynamic modeling
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Department of Physics, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14260

ABSTRACT

The ryanodine receptors (RyRs) are a family of calcium (Ca) channels that regulate Ca release by undergoing a closed-to-

open gating transition in response to action potential or Ca binding. The allosteric mechanism of RyRs gating, which is acti-

vated/regulated by ligand/protein binding >200 Å away from the channel gate, remains elusive for the lack of high-

resolution structures. Recent solution of the closed-form structures of the RyR1 isoform by cryo-electron microscopy has

paved the way for detailed structure-driven studies of RyRs functions. Toward elucidating the allosteric mechanism of RyRs

gating, we performed coarse-grained modeling based on the newly solved closed-form structures of RyR1. Our normal mode

analysis captured a key mode of collective motions dominating the observed structural variations in RyR1, which features

large outward and downward movements of the peripheral domains with the channel remaining closed, and involves hotspot

residues that overlap well with key functional sites and disease mutations. In particular, we found a key interaction between

a peripheral domain and the Ca-binding EF hand domain, which may allow for direct coupling of Ca binding to the collec-

tive motions as captured by the above mode. This key mode was robustly reproduced by the normal mode analysis of the

other two closed-form structures of RyR1 solved independently. To elucidate the closed-to-open conformational changes in

RyR1 with amino-acid level of details, we flexibly fitted the closed-form structures of RyR1 into a 10-Å cryo-electron

microscopy map of the open state. We observed extensive structural changes involving the peripheral domains and the cen-

tral domains, resulting in the channel pore opening. In sum, our findings have offered unprecedented structural and

dynamic insights to the allosteric mechanism of RyR1 via modulation of the key collective motions involved in RyR1 gating.

The predicted hotspot residues and open-form conformation of RyR1 will guide future mutational and functional studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Calcium (Ca) signaling is critically involved in a diver-

sity of physiological processes such as the excitation-

contraction coupling in skeletal and cardiac muscles. As

a key Ca channel that regulates Ca concentration, ryano-

dine receptors (RyRs)1,2 undergo a closed-to-open gat-

ing transition to release Ca from the sarcoplasmic

reticulum (SR) in response to an action potential that

activates the voltage-gated calcium channels (Cav) which

subsequently activate RyRs via physical interactions

between Cav and RyRs.3 RyRs can also be activated by

Ca which may bind to the EF hand (EFH) domain or

other Ca-binding sites. 4–8 RyRs are subject to complex

regulations by various agents including ATP, Mg, phos-

phorylation, redox potential, and via interactions with

other proteins such as FK506 binding proteins (FKBP)9

and calmodulin (CaM),10 which involve various func-

tional domains of RyRs.11 Remarkably, the binding sites

for various activating/regulatory agents are separated

from the channel gate by as much as >200 Å in RyR1,2

highlighting the importance of an allosteric coupling

mechanism yet to be decrypted.
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Among three isoforms of RyRs in mammals, RyR1 is

abundant in skeletal muscle and RyR2 is predominant in

cardiac myocytes. More than 500 mutations in RyR1 and

RyR2 have been linked to human diseases including

malignant hyperthermia, central core disease, and various

heart disorders,12–14 making RyRs a potential therapeutic

drug target.15 While several models for disease mecha-

nisms were proposed and debated [see reviews in Ref. 12

and 16], the molecular mechanisms underlying the activa-

tion and regulation of RyRs in health and disease remain

largely unknown for the lack of high-resolution structures

for RyRs. Thanks to great efforts in structural biology,

RyRs were visualized at �10 Å resolutions by cryo-

electron microscopy (cryo-EM),17–23 and the crystal

structures of the N-terminal fragments and the phospho-

rylation domain of RyRs were solved.1,2 Nevertheless, it

remains highly challenging to solve the entire structure of

RyRs at high resolution owning to their enormous size

(�2.2 MDa and >20,000 residues) and high flexibility.

In three ground-breaking papers published recently in

Nature, high-resolution structures of rabbit RyR1 in the

closed form were solved independently by three labs

using single-particle cryo-EM.24–26 One of them also

solved a putative open-form structure using a buffer of

10 mM Ca.24 However, previous functional studies have

shown that RyR1 features a bell-shaped Ca-response

curve27,28—it is partially activated by mM Ca, and is in

a closed inactivated state at 10 mM Ca. Therefore, the

physiologically relevant open-form structure of RyR1 is

still unknown at high resolution, although it was previ-

ously visualized at 10-Å resolution by cryo-EM.23 The

resolutions of these new closed-form structures range

from 3.8 Å,25 4.8 Å,26 to 6.1 Å.24 Together, these stud-

ies have offered unprecedented structural insights to the

global architecture and conformational variations in the

closed state of RyR1.

The structural architecture of RyR1 consists of four

identical subunits (see Fig. 1), each containing a large

cytoplasmic moiety (�80% of the total mass) and a

trans-membrane domain (TMD). The cytoplasmic moi-

ety is comprised of an N-terminal domain (NTD,

divided into three subdomains — NTDA, NTDB, and

Figure 1
Structural architecture of RyR1 in the closed state (PDB code: 4UWA): (a) the side view showing the following domains for a representative subu-
nit: NTD (blue), SOL1 (orange), SPRY1 (ice blue), R12 (purple), SPRY2 (cyan), SPRY3 (violet), SOL2N and SOL2C (green), R34 (red), S2S3L

(black), CTD (pink), and the rest of TMD (gray). Residue G4934 at the channel gate is shown as a gray sphere. The following key functional sites

and structural elements are labeled: two Ca-binding EF hand motifs (EFHN and EFHC), S6 helix, phosphorylation site S2843, and FKBP-binding
site. (b) The top view of entire RyR1 tetramer with the same color scheme as panel (a).
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NTDC) and a large a-solenoid 1 domain (SOL1) forming

the central domains, surrounded by a number of periph-

eral domains including three SPRY domains (SPRY1,

SPRY2, and SPRY3) and two tandems of repeat domains

(R12 and R34), and a second a-solenoid domain (SOL2)

linking the central and peripheral domains. The N-

terminal domain is known to be a hotspot domain for

disease mutations.12 The SOL1 domain harbors key Ca-

sensing modules of RyR1, including a CaM-binding

domain (CaM-BD2),10 and a Ca-binding EFH domain

containing two EF hand motifs (EFHN and EFHC).29

The three SPRY domains are involved in interaction with

other regulatory proteins like FKBP (involving SPRY1

and SPRY226) and Cav (involving SPRY230,31 and

SPRY332). The R12 domain is implicated in coupled gat-

ing between neighboring RyR1 molecules which are

packed into dense arrays in specialized regions of the

SR.33 The R34 domain, located at the outer corners of

RyR1, contains residue S2843 (corresponding to S2808 in

RyR234), whose phosphorylation by protein kinase A

activates the channel by releasing FKBP12.35 The SOL2

domain (separated into two parts SOL2N and SOL2C by

R34) harbors another CaM-binding domain (CaM-BD1)

and contains another hotspot domain for disease muta-

tions.12 There are three divergent regions which vary

most between the three RyR isoforms, and are unre-

solved in the cryo-EM structures.24 The TMD domain

includes six transmembrane helices (S1–S6) reminiscent

of the voltage-gated ion channel superfamily. The S6 hel-

ices form a channel pore that conducts Ca flow. Remark-

ably, the TMD of RyR1 has two unique features at the

cytoplasmic interface with SOL1 [see Fig. 1(a)], includ-

ing an extended S6 helix capped by a small C-terminal

domain (CTD) and a linker subdomain between S2 and

S3 helices (S2S3L) adjacent to the CTD. The strategic

locations of these domains make them promising candi-

dates for allosterically transmitting Ca-binding signal

from the EFH domain to the channel gate.24–26 While

the static snapshots offered by those new cryo-EM struc-

tures provided detailed insights to plausible allosteric

pathways that link Ca binding to channel gating, the

functional significance of such pathways must be tested

by probing the dynamics of RyRs gating under physio-

logical conditions.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is the method

of choice for exploring protein dynamics under physio-

logical conditions with atomic resolution.36 MD has

been widely used to study various ion channels,37–46

including a homology model of the pore-forming trans-

membrane domain of RyR1.47 However, MD simulation

is computationally very expensive, especially for large

protein complexes in explicit solvent. Typical speed of

MD simulation on a single computer node equipped

with graphics processing unit is 1–10 ns per day for a

system of �105 atoms, although much higher speed can

be achieved on a massively parallelized or special-

purpose supercomputer.48 It remains difficult for MD

simulation to access microseconds – milliseconds time

scales relevant to many functionally important conforma-

tional transitions of protein complexes (e.g., the gating

of ion channels like RyR1). RyR1 poses a much bigger

challenge to MD simulation than other ion channels,

because of its enormous size and the incompleteness of

the experimentally solve structures (�70% resolved25).

To overcome the time-scale limit of MD simulation,

coarse-grained modeling has been vigorously pursued

using reduced protein representations (e.g., one bead per

amino acid residue) and simplified force fields.49,50 As a

popular example of coarse-grained models, the elastic

network model (ENM) is constructed by connecting

nearby Ca atoms with harmonic springs.51–53 Despite

its simplicity, the normal mode analysis (NMA) of ENM

can be used to predict a few low-frequency modes of col-

lective motions, which often compare well with confor-

mational changes observed between experimentally

solved protein structures in different functional states54

(e.g., the gating conformational changes in a pentameric

ligand-gated ion channel55,56 and a tetrameric vanilloid

receptor57). Numerous studies have established ENM as

a useful and efficient means to probe dynamic mecha-

nisms of protein complexes (including membrane pro-

teins58) with virtually no limit in timescale or system

size (see reviews59,60). Unlike MD simulation, ENM-

based coarse-grained modeling does not require prior

knowledge of all-atom protein structures and is more

robust to imperfection in initial structures (such as miss-

ing residues and low resolution), therefore it is highly

suitable for application to the newly solved cryo-EM

structures of RyR1.24–26 An isotropic version of ENM

was previously applied to the N-terminal domain of

RyR2 to probe the effect of some disease mutation.61–63

To elucidate the allosteric mechanism of RyR1 gating,

we have performed a comprehensive coarse-grained

modeling based on the cryo-EM structures of the closed

form of RyR1.24–26 First, we used NMA to uncover a

key mode of collective motions dominating the observed

structural variations in RyR1, which involves large out-

ward/downward movements of several peripheral

domains (including domains R12, R34 and SOL2N).

Then, we used a perturbation analysis to identify a net-

work of hotspot residues that dictate the above key

mode, which coincide well with key functional sites (e.g.,

the Ca-binding EFH domain) and disease mutations.

The above key mode was robustly reproduced by the

NMA of the other closed-form structures.25,26 Finally,

we flexibly fitted the closed-form structures of RyR1 into

a 10-Å cryo-EM map of the open state,23 and observed

extensive structural changes in the peripheral domains

and the central domains, leading to the channel pore

opening with outward splaying of S6 helices. This model-

ing study has offered detailed structural and dynamic

insights to the allosteric mechanism of RyRs.

Coarse-grained Modeling of Ryanodine Receptor
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

ENM and NMA

In an ENM, a protein structure is represented as a net-

work of Ca atoms of amino acid residues. Harmonic

springs link all pairs of Ca atoms within a cutoff distance

Rc chosen to be 25 Å. For RyR1, we used a high Rc to

ensure the ENM is adequately connected locally so that

the normal modes solved from the ENM (see below) do

not have zero eigenvalues (except for six translational

and rotational modes). We have verified that the NMA

results are not sensitive to the choice of Rc� 25 Å.

The ENM potential energy is:

E5
1

2

XN

i51

Xi21

j51

kijuðRc2dij;0Þðdij2dij;0Þ
2

;

(1)

where N is the number of Ca atoms, uðxÞ is the Heavi-

side function, dij is the distance between the Ca atom i

and j, dij;0 is the value of dij as given by a protein struc-

ture (e.g., an RyR1 structure with PDB code 4UWA24).

The spring constant kij is chosen to be proportional to

d22
ij;0 for non-bonded interactions (following64) and 10

for bonded interactions (in arbitrary unit).

On the basis of the secondary structural assignments

from the DSSP program,65 we partitioned the entire

ENM into rigid blocks of a-helices and b-strands

together with individual coil residues, and only consid-

ered rigid-body rotations and translations of these

blocks.66,67 For 4UWA, such rigid-block partition

reduced the dimension from 39888 for the full confor-

mational space to 15764 for the rigid-block subspace.

This great reduction in dimension made it possible to

perform NMA with modest use of computer memory

(�2 GB).

In block NMA,66,67 the following eigenproblem is

solved for the Hessian matrix H which is obtained by

calculating the second derivatives of ENM potential

energy (see Ref. 68):

PT HPWm5kmWm; (2)

where P is the projection matrix from the rigid-block

subspace to the full conformational space, km and Wm

represent the eigenvalue and eigenvector of mode m.

After excluding six zero modes corresponding to rota-

tions and translations, we kept and numbered non-zero

modes starting from 1 in the order of ascending

eigenvalue.

For each mode, we used a perturbation analysis to

assess how much the eigenvalue changes (represented as

dkm) in response to a perturbation at a chosen residue

position (i.e., by uniformly weakening the springs con-

nected to this position to mimic an Alanine muta-

tion69–71). By keeping those residue positions with very

high dkm (i.e., ranked in top 1% by dkm), we identified

a small set of hotspot residues that control the collective

motions described by this mode. Our perturbation analy-

sis differs significantly from an alternative energy

response calculation (see Ref. 63) — our method is

based on the anisotropic ENM and is specific to a partic-

ular low-frequency mode that captures the global func-

tional motions (such as mode 2 of RyR1), while the

latter method is based on the isotropic Gaussian network

model and a few highest-frequency modes that capture

the local motions.

To validate ENM-based NMA, we compared each mode

(i.e., mode m) with the observed structural change Xobs

between two superimposed protein structures by calculat-

ing an overlap value Im5Xobs � PWm=jXobsj.72 jImj varies

between 0 and 1 with higher value meaning greater simi-

larity. I2
m gives the fractional contribution of mode m to

Xobs. The cumulative squared overlap CM5
PM

m51 I 2
m gives

the fractional contribution of the lowest M modes to Xobs,
72 where M 5 20 or 100. To assess the local flexibility at

individual residue positions as described by the lowest M

modes, we define the following cummulative flexibility:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPM
m51 jPWm;nxj21jPWm;nyj21jPWm;nzj2

� �q
, where PWm;nx,

PWm;ny, and PWm;nz are the x, y, and z component of

mode m’s eigenvector at residue n (after being projected

to the full conformational space).

To obtain Xobs between two RYR1 structures with

unknown and missing residues and incompatible residue

numbers [e.g., between 4UWA and the other RyR1 struc-

tures (PDB code: 3J8E and 3J8H)], we conducted struc-

tural alignment to deduce conformational changes

between them for the aligned residues. To ensure the

robustness of our calculation, we have tried three differ-

ent structural alignment programs (Mustang-MR Struc-

tural Sieving Server,73 FATCAT pairwise alignment

server,74 MultiProt server75).

Validation of hotspot residues in comparison
with disease mutations

To validate the functional significance of the predicted

hotspot residues, we checked if they overlap with known

disease mutations in RyR1 and RyR2 (by calculating the

enrichment factor defined as the ratio between the frac-

tion of mutation sites in the selected hotspot residues

and that in all cytoplasmic residues). To this end, we col-

lected disease mutations in human RyR1 and RyR2 from

the following publicly available online databases

(accessed on July 9, 2015):

� ClinVar (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/): 94

missense mutations in RyR1 and 162 missense muta-

tions in RyR2 whose clinical significance is likely path-

ogenic or pathogenic;

� The public version of Human Gene Mutation Database

(http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/all.php): 312 missense
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mutations in RyR1 and 144 missense mutations in

RyR2;

� Genetic mutations and inherited arrhythmias database

(http://triad.fsm.it/cardmoc/): 134 missense mutations

in RyR2.

The RyR1/RyR2 residues involved in the above disease

mutations were then mapped to the rabbit RyR1

sequence if they are conserved between human RyR1/

RyR2 and rabbit RyR1, resulting in total 407 residue

positions identified as mutation sites (ca. 87% of them

were resolved in the cryo-EM structures of rabbit RyR1).

Flexible fitting of cryo-EM map

Previously we developed a coarse-grained method

based on a modified form of ENM to flexibly fit a given

Ca-only structure in an initial state into the cryo-EM

density map of an end state (available at http://enm.

lobos.nih.gov/emff/start_emff.html). It allows us to

model the conformational changes from the initial state

to the end state at amino-acid level of details.76 The ini-

tial structure was rigidly fitted into the cryo-EM map

using the colores command of the SITUS program

(http://situs.biomachina.org/). Then we ran flexible fit-

ting to iteratively generate a series of up to 10 conforma-

tions with increasing root mean squared deviation

(RMSD) from the initial structure and gradually improv-

ing fitting to the given cryo-EM map as assessed by the

cross correlation coefficient (CCC) with the cryo-EM

densities.76 The flexible fitting was terminated upon sat-

uration of CCC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

NMA predicts key collective motions and
hotspot residues involved in the RyR1
gating transition

We have performed ENM-based NMA and perturba-

tion analysis on three closed-form structures solved by

cryo-EM.24–26 We will focus on the closed-form struc-

ture from Ref.,24 and similar results were obtained for

the other two structures.

NMA results for the closed-form structures
of RyR1

Starting from the closed-form structure of RyR1 (PDB

code: 4UWA), we constructed a Ca-only ENM by linking

each pair of residues within 25 Å by a harmonic spring

with a distance-dependent force constant (see Methods).

Then we performed block NMA66,67 (see Methods) to

obtain a spectrum of total 12,688 modes. Here we

focused on the lowest 20 modes, each describing a spe-

cific pattern of collective motion energetically favored by

the given structure (for results of the lowest 100 modes,

see Table S1 and Fig. S1 in Supporting Information).

For validation of these modes, we assessed how well

they capture the experimentally observed conformational

changes from 4UWA to three different closed-state con-

formations of RyR1 constructed from the heterogeneous

cryo-EM data set (named C1, C2, C324). To this end, we

calculated the overlap between each mode and the

observed conformational change and the cumulative

squared overlap of the lowest 20 modes (see Methods).

For C1 and C2, >50% of the observed conformational

change (with RMSD of 3.2 Å and 2.6 Å, respectively) is

captured by the lowest 20 modes with the maximal over-

lap 0.63 and 0.57 at mode 2 (see Supporting Information

Table S1). For C3, the observed conformational change is

much smaller (with RMSD of 1.6 Å), and involves pri-

marily high-frequency modes beyond the lowest 20 or

100 (see Supporting Information Table S1). The above

finding agrees with Ref.24 which found one major

motional mode by comparing C1, C2, and C3. Our

mode 2 shares similar features to the mode described in

Ref.24—large rocking movements of the peripheral

domains and no dilation of the gate. The same calcula-

tion was done for the conformational change from

4UWA to the putative open-form structure (PDB code:

4UWE) in Ref.24 which is more likely to be an alterna-

tive closed-form conformation. It was found the lowest

20 modes captured 55% of the observed conformational

change, with mode 2 dominating with the highest over-

lap 0.69 [see Fig. 2(a)]. Therefore, the large structural

fluctuations in the closed state involve a dominant mode

(mode 2) with other low-frequency modes contributing

to a lesser extent [see Fig. 2(a)].

To assess the differences between the three closed-form

structures solved by three labs,24–26 we compared the

lowest 20 modes with the observed structural differences

between 4UWA and the other two closed-form structures

(PDB code: 3J8E and 3J8H). Although only 40–60% resi-

dues can be structurally aligned between them, we were

able to calculate the overlap for each mode (and cumula-

tive squared overlap for the lowest 20 or 100 modes, see

Supporting Information Table S1) involving the aligned

residues. More than 44% of the structural difference

between 4UWA and 3J8E is captured by the lowest 20

modes (with maximal overlap >0.56 at mode 2). More

than 58% of the difference between 4UWA and 3J8H is

captured by the lowest 100 modes although the lowest

20 modes are inadequate. The above results are robust to

the choice of different structural alignment methods (see

Supporting Information Table S1). Therefore, a large

part of the structural differences between the three

closed-form structures can be attributed to conforma-

tional heterogeneity of the closed state involving primar-

ily the lowest 20 or 100 modes, although modeling

imperfections like missing residues and different domain

assignments may also contribute.

Then we visualized the collective motions predicted by

mode 2 [see Fig. 3(a)]. Similar to the domain motions

Coarse-grained Modeling of Ryanodine Receptor
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observed by a cryo-EM study of RyR1 in both closed

and open state,23 mode 2 predicts large downward and

outward motions of the peripheral domains (including

domains R12, R34, and SOL2N) accompanied by small

upward motions of the central domains (including

domains NTD and SOL1) while the TMD remains essen-

tially unchanged [e.g., no gate opening, see Fig. 3(a)].

Therefore, as found in many large protein com-

plexes52,54 including ion channels,55–57 the ENM-based

NMA offers qualitatively good description of the func-

tional conformational changes involved in RyR1 gating

(see below for a quantitative analysis of the contribution

of mode 2 to RyR1 gating transition as modeled by cryo-

EM flexible fitting).

To test the robustness of the key mode deduced from

the NMA of 4UWA, we performed NMA for the other

two closed-form structures solved independently (PDB

codes: 3J8E and 3J8H). Encouragingly, for both struc-

tures, mode 2 predicts similar collective motions to

mode 2 of 4UWA with large downward and outward

motions of the peripheral domains (including domains

R12, R34, and SOL2N) and the TMD unchanged [see

Fig. 3(b,c)].

Analysis of hotspot residues that control
the key mode

After establishing the dynamic importance of mode

2, we used an ENM-based perturbation analysis (see

Methods) to identify a network of hotspot residues that

control the inter-domain motions described by this

mode (see Fig. 3). To this end, we calculated for each

residue position a score dkm [see Supporting Informa-

tion Fig. S2(a)] which assesses how much the eigenvalue

of mode 2 changes in response to a perturbation at the

given residue position.69–71 Then we kept those hot-

spot residue positions ranked in top 0.5–10% by dkm,

which are predicted to control the collective motions

described by this mode. To validate the functional

importance of the predicted hotspot residues, we quan-

titatively assess how well the predicted hotspot residues

overlap with the known disease mutations in RyR1 and

RyR2 collected from online databases (see Methods). To

this end, we calculated an enrichment factor (see Meth-

ods) to measure enrichment of disease mutations in the

selected hotspot residues. Encouragingly, the enrich-

ment factor increases from �1 to 3.3 as the cutoff per-

centile decreases from 10% to 0.5% and ascends sharply

near 1% [see Supporting Information Fig. S2(b)], sug-

gesting a good overlap between the hotspot residues

(e.g., selected in top 1% by dkm) and the disease muta-

tion sites, thus supporting the functional importance of

the hotspot residues. Notably, the positive enrichment

result was only obtained for 3J8H but not for 4UWA or

3J8E [see Supporting Information Fig. S2(b)], which

can be attributed to discrepancies in the assignments of

residues/domains in those cryo-EM structures (e.g.,

swap of SOL2N and SOL2C in 4UWA compared with

3J8E and 3J8H, different assignments of three SPRY

domains, etc). Thanks to higher resolution of 3J8H, it

most likely gave more accurate assignments, therefore

better correlation between hotspot residue positions and

mutation sites.

On the basis of the above enrichment analysis, we

focused on the following top 1% hotspot residues in

3J8H [see Fig. 3(c)]:

Residues Y2849 and G1507 are at the interface between

R34 and SPRY3 of an adjacent subunit, which are near

the phosphorylation site S2843 (S2843 is on a disordered

loop and not included in our modeling). This finding

suggests that phosphorylation may modulate the

Figure 2
Results of NMA for the lowest 20 modes calculated from the closed-

form structure of RyR1 (PDB code: 4UWA): (a) the overlap and cumu-
lative squared overlap as a function of mode number (shown as

impulses and lines, respectively) for the observed conformational
changes to the putative open-form structure (PDB code: 4UWE, red),

two other closed-form structures (PDB code: 3J8E, green; 3J8H, blue),
and three different closed-state structures (C1, black; C2, cyan; C3,

gray). (b) The cumulative flexibility of lowest 20 modes as a function

of residue number for the following three closed-form structures:
4UWA (red), 3J8E (green), and 3J8H (blue). The domains with high

flexibility are marked by horizontal bars colored as follows: SPRY1 (ice
blue), R12 (purple), SPRY2 (cyan), SPRY3 (violet), SOL2N (green), and

R34 (red). Note the broad peak at SOL2N was shifted rightward in 3J8E
and 3J8H due to a swap of SOL2N and SOL2C in domain assignment.
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collective motions of mode 2 by perturbing the hotspot

residues at the R34-SPRY3 interface.

Residues H1825, A1826, R1827, S1833, V1834, E1835,

M1929, K1930, L1931, P1932, E1933, and D2109 are at

the SOL1-SOL2 interface, which are in proximity to

another hotpot residue S3504 from SOL2C of an adjacent

subunit. Notably, residues 1837–2168 are implicated in

coupling to Cav.
77 So binding with Cav may modulate

the collective motions of mode 2 by perturbing the hot-

spot residue at the SOL1-SOL2 interface.

Residues I2281, D2282, F2340, V2341, N2342, G2343,

E2344, S2345, V2558, L2559, I2562, and K2597 are

located at the central hinge of the curved SOL2 domain,

which include three disease mutation sites (F2340,

N2342, and E2344). These residues may control the out-

ward and downward movement of SOL2 [see Fig. 3(c)].

At the tip of the curved SOL2 domain, residues

A3526, P3527, and P3567 are within a minimal distance

of �19 Å from residues S4089, K4090, K4091, D4092,

E4119, N4120, and E4121 of the EFH domain of SOL1,

including three disease mutation sites (P3527, N4120,

and E4121). Note the SOL2–EFH distance could be even

smaller if the disordered residues at the tip of SOL2 are

taken into account. The SOL2-EFH interactions may

directly couple the large downward motion of SOL2 to

EFH’s smaller changes associated with Ca binding. This

coupling may enable Ca binding to modulate the collec-

tive motions of mode 2 underlying the gating transition

of RyR1.

In sum, the network of hotspot residues that control

mode 2 overlap well with key functional sites (involved

in phosphorylation and binding with Cav and Ca) and

disease mutations, supporting the functional relevance of

the collective motions described by this mode. The

involvement of global collective motions in RyR1 gating

can naturally account for allosteric couplings between

distant functional domains in RyR1, which may under-

score the observed synergistic effects of domain unzip-

ping between NTD and SOL2,78 hyper-posphorylation at

S2843 of R34,79 and FKBP dissociation.78,79

Figure 3
Collective motions and hotspot residues predicted by mode 2 calculated from the following closed-form structures of RyR1: (a) 4UWA, (b) 3J8E,

and (c) 3J8H: The various domains are colored with the same color scheme as Figure 1. Large movements of domains R12, R34, and SOL2N are
depicted as vector field and bold arrows, which are very similar between the three structures. Hotspot residues are shown as pink spheres. In panel

(c), the residue numbers of hotspot residues are labeled, and the mutation sites are shown as magenta spheres (labeled in bold font).
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Analysis of differences between the three
closed-form structures

Despite overall similarity, we found some interesting

differences in the distribution of hotspot residues

between the three closed-form structures (see Fig. 3):

In 3J8E, there are no top 1% hotspot residues in the

EFH domain, suggesting a weaker coupling at the SOL2-

EFH interface than in 4UWA. This is consistent with the

analysis of structural differences between 3J8E and

4UWA (see Supporting Information Table S1), which

found that 3J8E is more closed-form-like than 4UWA

when projected along mode 2 [with the SOL2 in a more

upward position and further from the EFH, see Fig.

3(b)].

In 3J8H, there are fewer hotspot residues in the EFH

domain than in 4UWA, suggesting a weaker coupling at

the SOL2-EFH interface than in 4UWA (but still stronger

than in 3J8E). This is consistent with the analysis of

structural differences between 3J8H, 3J8E, and 4UWA

(see Supporting Information Table S1) which found that

3J8H is intermediate between 3J8E and 4UWA when pro-

jected along mode 2.

What causes the above structural differences between

4UWA, 3J8H, and 3J8E? There is evidence for differences

in FKBP binding between these structures. While FKBP

had low occupancy and was not modeled in 4UWA, it

was well resolved in both 3J8E and 3J8H. Notably, 3J8E

was solved for dephosphorylated RyR126 which favors

FKBP binding.79 A FKBP-binding helix (residues 2135–

2155) was resolved in 3J8E, and a corresponding struc-

tural element (a b-strand) was also resolved in 3J8H. But

no corresponding structural element was present in

4UWA. Therefore, stronger binding of FKBP in 3J8E and

3J8H may result in a more closed-form-like structure

than 4UWA. Consequently, FKBP binding can inhibit the

RyR1 channel80 in two ways: first, it damps the collec-

tive motions of mode 2 by binding to the hinge region;

second, it structurally displaces RyR1 further away from

the open-state conformation along mode 2. Indeed, a

cryo-EM study found conformational changes in RyR2

induced by FKBP12.6 binding,81 featuring upward

movements of the peripheral domains when FKBP12 is

present,2 which is opposite to the downward movements

observed in the closed-to-open transition.

Flexibility analysis based on NMA

To assess the total contributions of all lowest 20 modes

to the local flexibility of RyR1 in the closed state, we cal-

culated the cumulative flexibility (see Methods) as a

function of residue number [see Fig. 2(b), also see Sup-

porting Information Fig. S1 for the results of the lowest

100 modes]. Similar to mode 2, the highest flexibility

was found in domains R12, R34, and SOL2N, followed

by moderately high flexibility in the SPRY domains, and

low flexibility in the central domains and TMD [see Fig.

2(b)]. Consistent with our finding, cryo-EM data indi-

cated that the peripheral domains are more flexible and

less well-resolved than the central domains and

TMD.24–26 The robustness of our flexibility analysis is

supported by the good agreement between three different

closed-state structures [see Fig. 2(b)] (except for a swap

of SOL2N and SOL2C between 4UWA and the other two,

and different assignments of three SPRY domains

between 3J8H and the other two). We also calculated the

flexibility profiles for each of the lowest 20 modes (see

Supporting Information Fig. S5), which exhibit similar

features to the cumulative flexibility.

Flexible fitting of cryo-EM data reveals
detailed structural changes during the RyR1
closed-to-open transition

The NMA in the closed state has revealed key collec-

tive motions as described by mode 2, which resemble key

structural changes between the closed and open state as

observed by cryo-EM at 10-Å resolution.23 To ultimately

determine the structural and dynamic basis of RyR1 gat-

ing, it is critical to visualize the open state and the

closed-to-open transition with structural details. Despite

higher resolution (8.5 Å), the putative open-state cryo-

EM structure (PDB id: 4UWE) was solved under a Ca

concentration which is known to favor a closed inactive

state of RyR1. To model the open-state conformation of

RyR1 at high resolution, we used a modified ENM76 to

flexibly fit a closed-state structure of RyR1 into the 10-Å

cryo-EM density map of RyR1 in the open state.23

Among various cryo-EM flexible fitting methods, our

method76 is more efficient and tolerant of structural

imperfections than those all-atom flexible fitting meth-

ods,82,83 making it highly applicable to large incomplete

protein structures like those of RyR1 solved by cryo-EM.

To model the closed-to-open conformational changes of

RyR1 at amino-acid level of details, we generated a series

Ca-only models which deviate progressively (with

increasing RMSD) from the initial structure, and fit the

open-state cryo-EM map with gradually higher CCC [see

Supporting Information Fig. S3(a), movie S1 and S2].

We then projected the cryo-EM-fitted conformational

changes along mode 2 solved for the closed-state struc-

ture (see above) to assess its involvement in the closed-

to-open transition of RyR1.

Starting from 3J8H (the highest-resolution closed-state

structure among 4UWA, 3J8E, and 3J8H), our flexible

fitting yielded an open-state RyR1 model with CCC

improved from 0.65 to 0.85 and RMSD �6 Å relative to

3J8H [see Supporting Information Fig. S3(a) and Fig.

4(a)]. The cryo-EM-fitted closed-to-open conformational

changes feature large outward and downward movements

of the peripheral domains [including R12, R34, SPRY

domains, and SOL2C, see Fig. 4(b)], opening of the

inter-subunit interfaces in the NTD ring84 [see Fig.

W. Zheng
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4(c)], outward movement of the S2S3L domain and

CTD [see Fig. 4(d)], and opening of the channel pore

via outward splaying of S6 helices [see Fig. 4(d)].

Remarkably, we clearly observed a more open channel

pore (with a diameter �13 Å near G4934) than the

closed structure 3J8H (with a diameter �10 Å near

G4934), which is wider than the putative open-form

structure 4UWE (with a diameter �11 Å near G4934)

and comparable to the diameter of an open-channel

structure of TRPV1 (PDB code: 3J5Q) near G683. These

structural observations substantiate, with amino-acid

level of details, the earlier observations of closed-to-open

conformational changes in RyR1 by cryo-EM at low reso-

lution.23 Our finding supports an allosteric mechanism

whereby the outward/downward moving peripheral

domains trigger dilation of the NTD ring and the chan-

nel pore by pulling outward intermediate domains like

S2S3L and CTD.

The cryo-EM-fitted closed-to-open conformational

changes initially involve mode 2 (with initial over-

lap 5 0.56), whose contribution gradually declines toward

the open state (with final overlap 5 0.33) [see Supporting

Information Fig. S3(b)]. This finding supports the

importance of mode 2 to the initiation of the closed-to-

open transition in RyR1. Because mode 2 does not

involve channel opening in the TMD, other modes must

be recruited later during the transition to enable channel

opening. Our finding implies the existence of an inter-

mediate during the gating transition with the cytosolic

domains activated (via mode 2) while the channel

remains closed, pointing to a “loose coupling” between

the cytosolic domains and the channel gate in RyR1

gating.

The above finding of multiple modes involved in the

closed-to-open conformational transition in RyR1 sug-

gests that these functional motions are inherently

Figure 4
Results of the cryo-EM flexible fitting of RyR1 starting from 3J8H: (a) Top view of the RyR1 structures fitted into the 10-Å cryo-EM map of RyR1
in the open state; (b) Side view of the RyR1 structures with a representative subunit shown; (c) Top view of the NTD rings of RyR1 structures; (d)

Top view of the TMD of RyR1 structures with only the S2S3L, S6 helices, and CTD shown. The initial closed-form structure (3J8H) is colored in
blue and the fitted open-form structure is colored in red. Domain movements are marked by arrows.
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anharmonic and not fully described by a harmonic

model like ENM. Indeed, the opening of RyR1 channel

necessitates the breaking of many inter-domain/subunit

interactions not favored by elastic interactions in ENM.

Therefore, it is appropriate to model such conforma-

tional changes using a modified anharmonic form of

ENM76 that allows breaking of residue contacts at finite

cost of energy. This approach will be generally applicable

to the modeling of closed-to-open transitions in various

other ion channels.

To verify the robustness of the flexible fitting results,

we also ran it starting from alternative closed-state struc-

tures 4UWA and 3J8E, which yielded similar closed-to-

open conformational changes (see Supporting Informa-

tion Fig. S4) with mode 2 involved [see Supporting

Information Fig. S3(b)].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, to elucidate the allosteric mechanism of

RyR1, we performed a comprehensive coarse-grained

modeling based on the newly solved cryo-EM structures

of RyR1 in the closed state. Our coarse-grained NMA

has captured a key mode of collective motions dominat-

ing the observed structural variations in RyR1, which

features large outward and downward movements of the

peripheral domains (including R12, R34, and SOL2N)

with little changes in the TMD domain, and involves a

network of hotspot residues at inter-domain hinge

regions that coincide with key functional sites (e.g., bind-

ing sites for Cav and Ca) and disease mutations. In par-

ticular, we found a key interaction between hotspot

residues of the SOL2 domain and the EFH domain,

which allows for direct coupling of Ca binding to the

collective motions as captured by this mode. Our flexible

fitting of a cryo-EM map in the open state has predicted

extensive structural changes involving the peripheral

domains (e.g., R12 and R34) and the central domains

(e.g., NTD), leading to the channel opening via outward

splaying of S6 helices. This study is, to our knowledge,

the first dynamic modeling study of the entire RyR1 after

the publication of the new RyR1 structures.24–26 Our

findings have offered new structural and dynamic

insights to the allosteric mechanism of RyRs via modula-

tion of the key collective motions involved in channel

gating. The predicted hotspot residues [see Fig. 3(c)] and

open-state conformation (see Supporting Information for

the coordinates file) of RyR1 will offer useful guidance

for future mutational and functional studies. For exam-

ple, site specific mutations or crosslinking experiments

that target the SOL2-EFH interactions are predicted to

strongly affect the RyR1 gating function.

Note: the role of EFH in directly sensing Ca binding

and triggering channel gating was cast in doubt by a

recent study showing its deletion did not compromise Ca

activation of RyR1 (unpublished result from the lab of

Chen SR). It remains possible that EFH plays a Ca-

dependent regulatory role in RyR1 gating.
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